ABSTRACT Bayesian networks have long been a popular medium for graphically representing the probabilistic dependencies which exist in a domain. State-of-the-art tree-augmented naive Bayes (TAN) builds maximum weighted spanning tree to represent 1-dependence relationships between attributes. In this paper, we propose to optimize the structure of TAN applying heuristic search to sort attribute and filtering technique to remove weak conditional dependencies. Extensive experimental results on 35 data sets from University of California at Irvine (UCI) machine learning repository reveal that the proposed algorithm achieves competitive generalization performance and even outperforms higher-dependence BNCs like kdependence Bayesian network while retaining excellent strucutre complexity.
by using a genetic algorithm. Hruschka and Ebecken [10] applied a heuristic method based on the chi-squared statistical test to define a prior attribute order. To maximize the scoring function, Teyssier and Koller [11] defined a set of localsearch operators to find the attribute order.
However, the computational cost for learning BNC will grow exponentially with the increasing number of attributes even after establishing an attribute order [12] . There is also an increasing body of work developing techniques to achieve this goal by analyzing relationships between attributes [13] [14] [15] [16] . Naive Bayes (NB), which assumes that the attributes are independent given the class, has low computational cost [15] . NB ignores the positive influence of significant dependencies, so it may not perform well on the data sets which violate its independence assumption. Treeaugmented naive Bayes (TAN) improves the structure of NB by requiring that each attribute can have at most one parent in addition to the class [16] .
Maximizing the log-likelihood (LL), which can evaluate the extent to which classifier fit training data, is one of the efficient approaches for learning BNC [17] . From the mapping relationship between LL and entropy function, we propose our algorithm, Scalable TAN (STAN), which extends TAN by applying heuristic search to sort attributes and VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ filtering technique to remove weak dependencies. Extensive experimental results reveal that STAN achieves competitive generalization performance and outperforms several stateof-the-art BNCs like k-dependence Bayesian network while retaining excellent structure complexity.
II. PRIOR WORK
A BNC is a graphical representation of a conditional probability distribution. It comprises two components. The first component is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), G, in which nodes correspond to the attributes X = {X 1 , · · · , X n } and the class Y ; and arcs, V, represents direct dependencies. The second component is a set of parameters which quantifies the network. Bayes Optimal classification simply classifies each instance x into the class y for which P(y|x) is maximized [18] . The general distribution can be captured in a Bayesian network as shown in Figure 1 (a). According to the structure in Figure 1 (a), X 1 is the common parent of {X 2 , · · · , X n }, X 2 is the common parent of {X 3 , · · · , X n } and etc. Thus, P(y, x) is calculated by P(y, x) = P(x 1 )P(x 2 |x 1 ) · · · P(x n |x 1 , · · · , x n−1 )
If the true probability distribution is available, we would predict the class label according to the network topology shown in Figure 1 (a). It is insightful to apply arc reversal to the structure in Figure 1(a) , that produces the equivalent dependence structure (see Figure 1 (b)) [19] . As we can see, dependencies between attributes in Figure 1 (a) are the same as those in Figure 1 (b), and that means that network structures can be built by measures with respect to relationships between attributes. From the viewpoint of the chain rule, P(y, x) corresponding to the network topology shown in Figure 1 
However, if the number of attributes is large, P(y,x) is extremely small and for any y, (y,x) is unlikely to exist in the training data. In consequence, an estimate of P(y,x) by means of Eq.(2) from the training data might be uninformative.
NB, which is the simplest BNC, involves no dependence in its network structure according to conditional independence assumption. Figure 1(c) shows an example of its network structure. Hence, for NB, P(y,x) is calculated by
However, the dependency relationships between attributes always violate this assumption in many learning tasks. Many methods [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] attempt to improve the classification performance of NB by relaxing its independence assumption, such as TAN.
TAN constructs the tree structure by finding a maximum weighted spanning tree (see Figure 1(d) ). The structure is determined by extending Chow-Liu tree [28] , which uses the conditional mutual information (CMI) to measure the weight of arcs. The CMI between X i and X j given the class Y , or I (X i ; X j |Y ), is defined as follows [29] , Since CMI is a powerful measure to evaluate the dependency relationship between attributes, TAN takes the advantage of CMI to reflect some significant dependencies in its structure. For each attribute X i ∈ X , we have a parent set π i in the structure,
According to the structure of TAN, P(y,x) is calculated by
The success of TAN has proved that adding significant dependencies has a great benefit to the classification performance and stimulated the research of BNCs [30] . Jing et al. [31] presented the boosted BNC which greedily builds the structure with the arcs having the highest value of CMI. Taheri and Mammadov [32] provided an algorithm for adding arcs by using conditional probability of attributes given their parents. These BNCs are 1-dependence classifiers without a prior attribute order. Although the number of dependencies for the 1-dependence structure is n − 1, some weak dependencies might be involved, that may result in classification bias. To illustrate this point, we present the difference of zero-one loss between TAN and NB in Figure 2 . As can be seen, NB sometimes performs better compared to TAN. The k-dependence Bayesian classifier (KDB) [18] extends the network structure further by utilizing a various k to control the attribute dependence spectrum. KDB sorts attributes by comparing mutual information between X i and the class Y .
Researchers also proposed some variations of independence assumption to make the final BNCs more flexible. HNB [33] provides a hidden parent for each attribute, which combines the influences from all the other attributes. WAODE [34] weighs one-dependence estimator with different approaches to improve the classification performance. CFWNB [35] weighs each attribute by a sigmoid transformation of the difference between the attribute-class correlation and the average attribute-attribute intercorrelation.
III. SCALABLE TREE-AUGMENTED NAIVE BAYES
Given an attribute order {X 1 , · · · , X n }, attribute X i should take i = {X 1 , · · · , X i−1 } as its parents according to Eq.(2). However, the estimate of conditional probability P(x i |c, x 1 , · · · , x i−1 ) may be somehow biased or less reliable due to limited number of training instances. TAN requires that each attribute can only have at most one attribute as its parent, that can help to relax the independence assumption of NB and improve the estimate of conditional probabilities to a certain extent. However, if the conditional dependencies between X i and more than one candidate parents are strong, removing any one of them from i will bias the estimate of conditional probability of X i . Subsumption resolution (SR) [36] provides a feasible approach to identifying pairs of attribute values such that one appears to subsume (be a generalization of) the other and deletes the generalization. Similarly, in this paper we propose to apply conditional entropy H (X i |X j ) to identify possible generalization attributes among candidate parents. If H (X i |X j ) = 0, the attribute value of X i is somehow determined by the values of X j . Thus when attribute X k takes X i and X j as its parents, X i can be regarded as redundant and then removed from k for further inference. In contrast, attribute X j , which can provide more meaningful information, may help to improve the estimate of conditional probability of X k and should be considered in priority.
LL is an effective evaluation function for measuring how many bits that are encoded in BNC B and is defined VOLUME 7, 2019 as follows,
where x d i is the ith attribute value of the dth instance in the training data set D and N is the number of instances in D. As each instance in D has independent and identical distributions., we have P(
From the mapping relationship between LL and entropy function shown in Eq.(7), the increase of LL can lead to the decrease in conditional entropy or improve the general robustness of the network structure. From the viewpoint of information theory [29] , conditional entropy H (X i |X j ) is efficient to characterize the uncertainty of X i when the values of X j are known and is defined as follows,
In this paper, to establish a prior attribute order, we propose the definition of average conditional entropy orĤ (X j ), which measures the contribution of X j to decrease the uncertainty of other attributes and is defined as follows,
From the chain rule shown in Eq. (2), given an order {X 1 , · · · ,X n } the first attributeX 1 is the common parent of {X 2 , · · · ,X n };X 2 is the common parent of {X 3 , · · · ,X n } and etc. Thus we firstly select attribute X 1 , which satisfies X 1 = arg minĤ (X j ). Then we add it into the order and remove it from the attribute set X . This procedure repeated recursively until X = Ø (see Algorithm 1). As Figure 2 proves, some weak dependencies, which may be redundant for the estimate of conditional probability, will result in classification bias. BNCs, such as
Algorithm 1 Sorting(D)
Input: Training data set D Output:
Algorithm 2 Filtering(D,X )
Input: Training data set D and an ordered attribute setX Output: G, network structure 1 Let G be a directed graph G = (U, V), in which U is a set of attributes and V is a set of arcs. 2 U = {Y };V =Ø; 7 Calculate I (X i ;X j |Y ) for each pair of attributes inX (i = j). 8 I max = arg max I (X i ;X j |Y ), where i = j. 9 Let LF be an array of LOOCV results; Initialize it with zeros. 10 Let γ be the threshold and initialized with zero. 11 while γ < 1.0 do
Calculate the conditional probability distributions with G from D without x i . 24 Select γ with best LF and construct a G with γ . 25 return G 1-dependence TAN, determine the dependence degree before training, and the significance of conditional dependence is not evaluated during the learning procedure.
20
As I (X i ; X j |Y ) measures the information quantity between X i and X j given Y , it is commonly used to evaluate the significance of conditional dependence between X i and X j .
Algorithm 3 The STAN Algorithm
Input: Training data set D with attribute set X = {X 1 , · · · , X n } and the class Y Output: STAN classifier 1 LetX be an attribute set for storing an order.
Let be a Bayesian network parameter for encoding conditional independence assertions. 5 Compute the conditional probability distributions for according to G. 6 Let STAN be a BNC with G and .
return STAN
We propose to filter weak dependencies out by using threshold, referred to γ . If I (X i ; X j |Y ) > γ * I max (where I max is the maximum value of CMI), the arc X j − X i will be added to the network structure. This allows more flexibility by not forcing the inclusion of relatively weak dependencies that may result in too complex topology and then bias the the estimate of the probability distribution. Apriori selection of the most appropriate value of γ is an open question for different data sets. Unfortunately, there is no apriori means to preselect a value of γ that will result in the lowest error for a given training set as this is a complex interplay between the data quantity and the complexity and strength of the interactions between the attributes. In this paper, the thresholds for different data sets are selected by using leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV). As zero-one loss is an efficient function to evaluate the classification performance, we apply it as the loss function in LOOCV. The range of candidate thresholds is [0,1]. Higher learning rate or step size may result in missing the optimum solution and lower step size may result in massive overhead on experimental evaluation. Thus in this paper, we set the step size to be 0.1, that is, candidate thresholds will be selected from {0, 0, 1, 0.2, · · · , 1.0}. The final network structure will be constructed with the best threshold (see Algorithm 2). The learning procedure of our proposed method is presented in Algorithm 3.
To illustrate the learning procedure of STAN, we also take data set Mfeat-mor as an example. Data set Mfeat-mor is selected from the University of California Irvine (UCI) machine learning repository and has 2000 instances, 6 attributes, and 10 class labels. Firstly, as shown in Figure 3a , by applying Algorithm 1 the attributes are sorted by comparing conditional entropy, and these generalization attributes will rank first. Secondly, as shown in Figure 3b , by applying Algorithm 2 we need to filter weak conditional dependencies with different thresholds and then build different network structures. In the third step, we select the second network structure which corresponds to the lowest zero-one loss result and the learning procedure of STAN stops. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We compare the performance of STAN with other BNCs. All experiments are carried out on 35 data sets that are from UCI machine learning repository. Table 1 shows the details of each data set used, including the number of instances, attributes and the class. These data sets are arranged in the order of the number of instances. For each data set, numeric attributes are discretized using Minimum Description Length discretization [37] . To allow the proposed algorithm to be compared with Weka's algorithms, missing values for qualitative attributes are replaced with modes and those for quantitative attributes are replaced with means from the training data.
The following algorithm are compared for experimental study, · NB, naive Bayes. · TAN, standard tree-augmented naive Bayes. · K1DB, k-dependence Bayesian classifier with k = 1. · K2DB, k-dependence Bayesian classifier with k = 2. · AODE, averaged one-dependence estimators [38] . · HNB, hidden NB. · CFWNB, correlation-based feature weighted NB. · TAN S , standard TAN with ''Sorting''. · TAN F , standard TAN with ''Filtering''. Zero-one loss is the most common function in machine learning for evaluating the classification performance. Kohavi and Wolpert [39] presented a bias-variance decomposition of zero-one loss for analyzing supervised learning scenarios. Bias represents the systematic component of error, which measures how closely the classifier is able to describe surfaces for a data set. Variance represents the component of error that stems from sampling, which represents the sensitivity of the classifier to changes in training data. The estimate of these measures is using 10-fold cross validation to provide an accurate evaluation of the performance. The experimental results of zero-one loss, bias and variance are shown in Table 6 , 7 and 8 respectively in Appendix. Statistically, we employ win/draw/loss when two algorithms are compared with respect to a performance measure. Table 2 summarizes the time complexity and space complexity of each BNC discussed. In the first pass our implementation of STAN involves sorting attributes and filtering dependencies that respectively require to calculate the conditional entropy of different attributes and conditional mutual information of every pair of attributes given the class. Thus the implementation of STAN generates a three-dimensional table of co-occurrence counts of each pair of attribute values and each class label. The resulting space complexity is O(c(nv) 2 ). The time complexity of forming the threedimensional probability table is O(tn 2 ), as an entry must be updated for every training case and every combination of two attribute-values for that case. To calculate conditional mutual information andĤ (X ), STAN considers every pairwise combination of attribute values in conjunction with each class label O(c(nv) 2 ). Straight Insertion Sort is applied for sorting attributes and the time complexity is O(n 2 ). STAN performs LOOCV while filtering dependencies for each training case O(tn). At classification time, similar to TAN, STAN needs to estimate the conditional probability distribution given different class labels, thus the space complexity is O(cnv 2 ). For each attribute in STAN, the number of its parents may be less than n − 1. Considering the difference of class labels in joint probability, the time complexity is O(cn).
A. COMPLEXITY SUMMARY

B. THE EVALUATION OF SORTING METHOD
For fair comparison, the root node of TAN S is the same as that of TAN. The win/draw/loss record for TAN S against TAN is 17/16/2 by comparing the zero-one loss results presented in Table 6 . This result indicates that the sorting method has a positive influence on the classification performance of TAN. While handling data sets with more than 10000 instances, such as Poker-hand and Connect-4, TAN S also has significantly higher classification accuracy. To further show the impact of the attribute order, we analyze the uncertainty of attributes given different BNC structures. Given an attribute order {X 1 , · · · ,X n } in BNC,
} is the parents of X i according to Eq.(2). However, in practice the parent π i of any attribute X i may not include all of the attributes in {X 1 , · · · ,X i−1 }. In this paper, we use the conditional entropy A , which is defined as follows, to measure the uncertainty of the network structure of BNC A.
If π i = {X 1 , · · · ,X i−1 }, A reaches the maximum value, referred to m A . In the procedure of selecting parents, some attributes are not included in the parent sets, that means the effect of them on the uncertainty of network structures would not be considered. To explore whether such effect has a benefit for the performance of classifiers, we define the loss ratio of conditional entropy, referred to δ A , as follows,
δ A measures the decreasing degree of the uncertainty of network structures. The lower value of A , the higher value of δ A . Actually, δ A evaluate the performance of A with the average conditional entropy of all attributes. Table 3 displays the results of δ TAN and δ TAN S . It is noticed that most values of δ TAN S is greater than 0.8000, that means the uncertainty of network structure in TAN S has been reduced by reflecting high-confidence dependency relationships between attributes. In order to indicate the difference between δ TAN and δ TAN S more clearly, Figure 4 is presented based on the data in Table 3 . As we can see, most points are above the diagonal line. It indicates that the uncertainty of network structure in TAN S is lower than that in TAN. Hence, dependency relationships between attributes in TAN S is of high confidence. In summary, this sorting method improves the classification performance of TAN by providing a more robust network structure.
C. THE EVALUATION OF FILTERING TECHNIQUE
The win/draw/loss record for 
where α A or α B denotes the number of arcs for BNC A or B. θ CMI (·) is to measure the information quantity before and after applying the filtering technique. It is calculated by
where υ A or υ B denotes the sum of CMI for BNC A or B. Table 4 shows the results of θ CMI (TAN F ,TAN) and θ arcs (TAN F ,TAN) on 35 data sets. As we can learn from these results, θ CMI (TAN F ,TAN) or θ arcs (TAN F ,TAN) are less than or equal to 1.0000. It demonstrates that the structure of TAN F is less complex than that of TAN. It can be seen in Figure 5 where the X-axis represents the value of θ arcs (TAN F ,TAN) and the Y-axis represents the value of θ CMI (TAN F ,TAN) , that all points are above the diagonal line. For example, on data set Hypo (No.24), the decrease of zero-one loss is from 0.0141 to 0.0103. θ arcs (TAN F ,TAN) on data set Hypo is 0.2143 and θ CMI (TAN F ,TAN) is 0.7275. There exits such an obvious difference between them because the filtering technique retains significant dependencies while greatly avoiding information loss. This situation demonstrates that the structure of TAN F has achieved lower complexity with less information loss. It is a common phenomenon on most data sets that TAN F can achieve better classification performance than TAN with complicated structure. (TAN F ,TAN) .
Consequently, the filtering technique has removed sufficient weak dependencies to make TAN F more effective.
D. STAN VS BNCS
In this section, we present the experimental results of STAN which combines sorting attributes and filtering technique. Table 4 displays win/draw/loss records summarizing the relative zero-one loss, bias and variance of different algorithms. Cell [i, j] contains win/draw/loss records for the BNC on row i against the BNC on column j.
As shown in Table 5 , STAN performs significantly better than NB and its variations. STAN respectively beats NB, HNB and CFWNB on 24, 21 and 21 data sets. As structure complexity increases, the potential risk of introducing weak dependencies into the topology of BNCs may also increase. Although K2DB beats TAN (15 wins and 10 losses), it loses to K1DB (12 wins and 14 losses) and its advantage over NB is not significant (14 wins and 12 losses). In contrast, STAN shows significant advantage over other BNCs. STAN respectively beats TAN, K1DB and K2DB on 21, 17 and 21 data sets. Among all the single model BNCs, only STAN beats AODE although the advantage is not significant (14 wins and 11 losses). In some sense, sorting attributes and filtering technique make it possible to pull the probability estimation towards better classification performance, and this automatically depends on the data set. In fact, sorting (TAN F ,TAN) . attributes provides precondition for the relaxed independence assumption of TAN, i.e., each attribute can be conditioned on at most one parent. Filtering technique provides a feasible way to avoid the biased estimate of conditional probability by removing weak conditional dependencies.
To further illustrate whether sorting attribute and filtering technique are compatible and the extent to which our methods reduce classification bias, we utilize the relative zero-one loss ratio [41] . For two BNCs A and B, the relative zero-one loss ratio, referred to Z (·), is defined as follows,
where Z A represents zero-one loss of classifier A. The smaller ratio of Z A , the value of Z (A, B) is higher and the better performance of A is relative to B.
As we can see in Figure 6 that most values of Z (·) are larger than 0.0000, STAN shows significant advan- Such results indicate that complicated network structures might not be helpful to the classification performance. Therefore, we draw a conclusion that the method of sorting attribute and filtering technique has a positive influence on the performance of STAN.
The win/draw/loss records of bias and variance are also shown in Table 5 . By sorting attributes and filtering weak dependencies, STAN can fully mine the conditional dependencies between attributes when compared to NB and its variations. Thus for bias, STAN respectively beats NB, HNB and CFWNB on 18, 23 and 23 data sets. High-dependence BNC, e.g., K2DB, can represent more conditional dependencies than low-dependence ones. STAN respectively beats TAN and K1DB on 18 and 16 data sets, and it loses to K2DB (11 wins and 13 losses). The nature of BNC ensembles, e.g., AODE, lend themselves to scalable parallelization and overcome the limitations of single model BNCs in two prevalent directions, i.e., to diversely generate BNC components, and to sparsely combine multiple BNCs. Thus AODE performs the best in terms of bias. Variance-wise, NB performs the best because its structure is definite and insensitive to variations in training data. For similar reasons, CFWNB and AODE also perform much better. For single model BNCs, high-dependence BNCs seem to be able to learn better the detail and noise in the training data, thus overfitting will negatively impact their classification performance. K2DB performs worse than TAN and K1DB and wins only on 6 and 5 data sets, respectively. However, the filtering technique greatly reduces the possibility of overfitting, thus STAN beats TAN, K1DB and K2DB on 18, 20 and 25 data sets, respectively. HNB needs to create a hidden parent for each attribute which combines the influences from all other attributes, that increases the potential risk of overfitting, thus the advantage of HNB over STAN is not significant in terms of variance (17 wins and 16 losses).
To compare multiple algorithms over multiple data sets, Friedman test is utilized in the following discussion, which ranks the algorithms for each data set [42] . We calculate the rank of each algorithm for each data set separately (assign average ranks in case of tie). The null-hypothesis is that there is no significant difference in the average ranks. The Friedman statistic is calculated by
where R 2 j = i r j i and r j i is the rank of the jth of t algorithms on the ith of N data sets. The Friedman statistic is distributed according to χ 2 F with t − 1 degrees of freedom. For any level of significance α, the null-hypothesis will be rejected if χ 2 F > χ 2 α . The critical value of χ 2 α for α = 0.05 with t − 1 = 7 degrees of freedom is 14.07. The Friedman statistic for zeroone loss is 29.70. Therefore, the null-hypothesis is rejected. Figure 7 shows the results of rank according to zero-one loss results of NB, TAN, K1DB, K2DB, AODE, HNB, CFWNB and STAN. The rank of STAN is higher than that of other algorithms.
As the null-hypothesis is rejected, we perform Nemenyi test which is used to analyze which pairs of algorithms are significantly different [43] . If the difference between the VOLUME 7, 2019 average ranks of two algorithms is less than the critical difference (CD), their performance is significantly different. CD is calculated by
where q α for α = 0.05 and t = 8 is 3.031. For 8 algorithms and 35 data sets, the value of CD is 1.775. The comparison using Nemenyi test on zero-one loss is shown in Figure 8 , from which we can see that STAN ranks first and its score is significantly better than others. Figure 9 (a) and Figure 9 (b) show the training and classification time comparisons for STAN and other BNCs. All of the 35 data sets have been considered for time measurement, and these experiments have been conducted on a computer with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7500 CPU @ 2.70GHz and 8 GB RAM. Each bar represents the sum of all data sets in 10-fold cross validation experiment. These graphs reinforce what the orders of complexity for these algorithms indicated, that is, STAN require a bit more time for training (extra pass on the data for sorting and filtering), while the classification time is less than that of TAN in practice, since the number of conditional dependencies selected is generally less than n−1.
V. CONCLUSION
Original TAN tries to improve the topology of NB by adding augmented arcs. TAN requires that each attribute can only have at most one parent even if there exist more strong conditional dependencies. In contrast, the proposed algorithm, STAN, tries to approximate the optimal topology of general BNC. Stimulated by the basic idea of Subsumption Resolution, STAN pre-determine the attribute order and the generalization attribute, which may be treated as possible parent attribute, will rank first. This strategy can help mitigate the negative effect caused by selecting one from several strong conditional dependencies. Besides, filtering can help STAN remove weak conditional dependencies that may bias the estimate of conditional probability. From the experimental results we can see that, STAN substantially achieves higher classification accuracy with respect to different evaluation functions and is highly competitive with the state-of-the-art higher-dependence BNC, e.g., KDB.
APPENDIX DETAILED EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
See Tables 6-8 He is interested in HCI methods to solve challenging real world computing problems in many areas including tactile interfaces, pen-based interfaces, and tangible interfaces. VOLUME 7, 2019 
